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Markets overview
Equity markets reached new highs this quarter as virus cases declined and market signals suggest that
the global economic recovery remains strong (despite lockdowns). Support for the recovery has come
in the form of monetary and scal stimulus and in March the US passed another signi cant scal
package. This quarter the S&P/TSX Composite Index was up 8.1% and the MSCI World ex Canada (C$)
advanced 3.5%. Stronger performance from the Canadian market re ects a higher weighting to cyclical
sectors like energy, nancials and industrials which have bene ted from an acceleration in global
growth expectations. Within equity markets value and small-cap stocks have outperformed which is a
rotation away from areas that performed well for most of 2020.
Stocks led by economically sensitive segments

*Energy, nancial and industrial sector average return less the average return of the remaining sectors. **Returns are
relative to the growth and large-cap benchmarks, respectively, using corresponding MSCI World benchmarks.
Quarterly return ending March 31, 2021. Source: MSCI, Re nitiv
Bond yields rise

Source: Re nitiv

Stronger economic growth and accommodative policy led to a selloff in bonds and a spike in yields
across maturities. The result of increased yields was a negative return for the FTSE Canada Universe
Bond Index of -5.0%, the worst quarterly performance since the rst quarter of 1994. Government and
provincial bonds were most affected while declines in corporate were more muted.

Our thoughts
We believe the global economy and corporate earnings will continue to recover as more businesses
gradually resume normal operations and government stimulus provides continued support. Portfolios
are positioned to bene t from this improving outlook. As such, our asset mix positioning remains
overweight equities. However, strong performance from equities relative to bonds led us to rebalance
this quarter to maintain our desired exposure. Within equities we have an overweight to small-cap
stocks and maintain an allocation to value stocks. This quarter we also increased our emerging markets
position. Within bonds, allocations to short bonds and high yield have protected portfolios in a period
of rising yields. This asset mix positioning has served us well this quarter and remains attractive in the
current environment.
Our portfolio management teams have selectively positioned portfolios to more cyclical assets that are
expected to bene t from continued improvements in the economy. Our equity teams have taken gains
in some businesses that have bene ted from COVID-19 and bought companies that can outperform in
a more positive investment environment. This includes companies within the nancial sector as well as
the travel and leisure industry. Within bond portfolios we are overweight credit, in ation-protected
debt and have lower sensitivity in the portfolio to changes in yield. Although our overall positioning in
portfolios re ects a positive outlook we remained well diversi ed.
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